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Commentary
Several researches have shown correlation between the
advancement of Alzheimer's disease and higher blood Cortisol levels
[1-3]. Cortisol supposedly impacts the function of alpha, beta and
gamma secretases, enzymes responsible for the generation and
modulation of amyloidβ peptide [4].

accumulation, it is very possible for such nutritional modification to be
an effective treatment against Alzheimer’s disease.
Previous studies have shown abnormalities in Alzheimer patients’
glucose utilization and metabolism [6,7]. However, no clinical study
has yet been made to test the exact effect of heightened Glucose
nutrition or supplementation on Alzheimer patients.

The high cortisol levels evident in AD lead to malfunction in the
peptide of amyloidβ by these proteases and to excess amyloid buildup
in the brain, within the neurons, and eventually to neuronal death, the
main cause for the well-known symptoms of the disease [5].

Based on this logic and assumption, further research of glucose and
its impact on Alzheimer’s patients is recommended.

Cortisol, known as “the stress hormone”, is released by the adrenal
glands in response to stress and low blood glucose concentration and
its main objective is to stimulate a rise in said glucose levels.

1.

It’s plausible to assume down regulation of cortisol levels to be the
desired effect necessary in order to contradict the advancement of the
disease. One way to lower cortisol levels, through physical activity, is
ineffective in most patients’ age group.
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However, If Cortisol’s primary function is to compensate for low
blood glucose level, it’s at least logical to hypothesize that increased
glucose levels in a patient’s nutrition could have the same effect for
which the body needs extra cortisol, therefore allowing it to release less
Cortisol and avoid its harmful effect on AD patients.
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If by increasing glucose dietary intake, the body would no longer be
forced to release as much Cortisol and if cortisol is indeed responsible
for the irregularity in secretase function that leads to amyloid beta
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